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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, a novel enhancement approach, associates modified Fast Visibility Restoration method with sigmoid function is used 

for improving the quality of Aerial poor images. This method gives restore additional data in color and non-color components. in 

the non-color components (lightness) and  keep lightness information. Furthermore, Image enhancement operations such as 

Retinex algorithm, histogram equalization and Fast Visibility Restoration have been implemented and tested. The results show 

that, the proposed method is enabled to increase both lightness and contrast in the Aerial poor images, provides better visual 

representation and edge information, Comparing to the other methods. Moreover, this novel technique used as an effective 

contributory in the environmental studies. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
The atmosphere reacts to light due to the composition of the atmosphere under stable conditions, contains a 

variety of different molecules and small suspended particles called aerosols [1]. One of the common problems is 
an Aerial Imaging degraded by these particles. Aerosols are extremely fine solids or liquids particles suspended 
in the atmosphere with very low fall speed. Their size generally lies between 10−2 and 100 μm. Furthermore, 
fog, haze, dust, smoke, drizzle, rain and snow are examples of aerosols[2].The light reflected from the object 
and ambient light in the medium, referred to as the airlight [3].Which, should have propagated in straight lines is 
actually scattered and replaced by previously scattered light. As a result, this airlight are absorbed and scattered 
by Aerosols in the medium before reaches the camera [3]. This interaction produces a wide variety due to 
particulate matter may significantly attenuate the transmitted signal (visibility) [4]. Visibility characterizes the 
transparency of the atmosphere as estimated by a human observer. It is measured by the runway visual range 
(RVR) [2]. When the scene has a poor visibility condition this limit the range and effectiveness of imaging 
systems because of image lose contrast and color fidelity. Image enhancement operations such as Retinex 
algorithm [5] and histogram equalization [6] is significant to provide better interpretability or perception of 
information in images for viewers, or to improve the input for other image processing techniques. In this paper, 
a novel enhancement approach, associates modified Fast Visibility Restoration method with sigmoid function is 
used for improving the quality of Aerial poor images. 
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Image Enhancement Operations: 
A. Model Of Retinex Algorithm: 

The word “Retinex” is a combination of two words “Retina” and “Cortex”, which mean that both the eyes 
and the brain are engaged in the process. It is believed that human vision system (HVS) is subjective when it 
comes to color perception. Human vision system ensures that the perceived color of objective remains relatively 
constant under varying illumination conditions. This feature helps us identify objects[7]. Retinex behaves as the 
human vision system does. Retinex is based on the following image formation model: 
 
S(x, y) = L(x, y) * R(x, y)          (1) 

 
Where the bivariate function S(x, y) represents an input image, every point (x, y) in the domain is equivalent 

a pixel on the image. The image S(x, y) is composed of two images: the illumination L(x, y) and reflectance R(x, 
y) images, then we can separate R(x, y) from L(x, y) in order to generating Retinex effect, the problem is known 
to be ill-posed mathematically. There have been many endeavors to estimate the illumination image numerically. 
According to different methods to estimate the illumination Retinex algorithms can be categorized as single-scale 
Retinex, multi-scale Retinex, multi-scale Retinex with color restoration and so on[8,9]. 

 
B. Histogram Equalization: 

Histogram equalization is utilized to improve the contrast of the image; it spreads the intensity values over 
full range. Histogram equalization technique can’t be used for images suffering from non-uniform illumination in 
their backgrounds as this process only adds extra pixels to the light regions of the image and removes extra pixels 
from dark regions of the image resulting in a high dynamic range in the output image. The goal of histogram 
equalization is to spread out the contrast of a given image evenly throughout the entire available dynamic range. 
In histogram equalization technique, it is the R(r) which denote probability density function (pdf) of the lightness 
levels in a given image, where the subscript is use for differentiating between the PDFs of the input and output 
images. Assume that the following transformation performed on the input levels to obtain output (processed) 
intensity levels [6], 

 
� = ���� = � Pr�	� 
	�

�             (2) 
 
Where w is a dummy variable of integration, that the probability density function of the output levels is 

uniform, that is [6]: 
 

���� = � 1
 0� ���  0 ≪ � ≪ 1

����  

 
C. Fast Visibility Restoration: 

A fast visibility restoration algorithm [10,11] used to remove hazy from the image. The  color image ci, 
i=1,2,3 (red ,green ,blue), with size  h*w, window sizeSV  =11 , percentage of restoration  p = 0.95 and g f = 1.3. 
Compute the white balance given by: 
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Where 
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Also 
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and 
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And )!� is the median filter for three component r,g,b. Compute photometric bound by using: 
 

*+ = min���/, ��1, ��(�            (8) 
 
Compute the saturation bound by: 
i. Finding median filter for photometric bound window size SV to getpbmd.   
ii. Finding the absolute difference between pb and pbmd. 
 

2
 = 3+��*+ − *+!5�             (9) 
 

Then, Compute the median filter for  2
  using by window size SV to get pbmd.The saturation bound by 
finding the absolute difference betweengdand gdmd 

 
�+ = 3+��2
 − 2
!5�           (10) 
 

Finding the inferred atmospheric veil by: 
 

6 = * ∗ max�:;<�*+, �+��          (11) 
 

After that, compute the Restoration by using inverse koschmiederlaw: 

�= = /
�/>?�            (12) 

 
For Restore original light colors by: 

��� = �� ∗ )��            (13) 
 
Where 
 

�� = �)�� − 6� ∗ �=           (14) 
 

To get gamma correction by: 
 

i.   �� = ln�*+��<, :� + /
B/C          (15) 

   Where  
*+� = :�3<�)�/, )�1, )�(�          (16) 

 

ii.�� = �< ��!�<, :� + /
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Where  

D2
3G ℎ ≤ < ≤ ℎ   ,    1 ≤ : ≤ 	 

�! = �$%�&%�'
(            (18) 

 
iii.  Finding:  

 
J; = �=;K��L ∗ exp�:� − :� ∗ *�	��         (19) 
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and 
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Finally, the restoration image given by: 
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D. Modified Fast Visibility Restoration: 
This novel modified approach bases on an algorithm (FVR). In this algorithm is transforming color image 

from basic RGB color space to YIQ color space, the forward transform is given by equation [12]: 
 

RSTU��VWX =
0.299 0.587 0.114
0.596 −0.270 −0.322
0.211 −0.253 0.312

 

 
And using sigmoid function as illustrate in figure 1 below: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1: sigmoid function 
 
The advantage of this method gives restore additional data in color and non-color components.in the non-

color components (lightness) . Increasing sigmoid function: 

` = /
�/%a�$bc��$bd�

cd e
f.g

�
           (22) 

By improving lightness especially, after applied histogram equalization (HE), and to keep lightness 
information. Then we take average after applied FVR on the color components unchanged. Then we combine 
those components and apply the reverse transform[12]: 

 
� = K̀ + 0.956; + 0.621h 
2 = K̀ − 0.272; − 0.647h 
+ = K̀ − 1.106; + 1.703h 

To get Image restoredas in the following scheme 
 

 
Fig. 2: flowchart of AFVR 
This done by the following steps: 
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1. Input color image C(x, y, i), i=1,2,3   ( red ,green, blue) components, and Applied FVR on image C to 
getCFVR. 

2. Transform color image CFVR from RGB color space to   YIQ and estimation YFVR component and 
IQFVRcomponents. 

3. Go to step 1 and transform C from RGB color space to YIQ and estimation Y component. 
4. Transform lightness component by using sigmoid    function getting Ys. 
5. Apply HE on YS to get YSH.then Computing average component Ya for (YSH, YFVR). 
6. Collection component Ya  and IQFVR and then appliedinverse transformation to basic RGB color space 

togetting output image 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Fourmethodshave been implemented and tested (HE, MSRCR, FVR and the proposed approach MFVR).  

Simulation experiments have been conducted on two popular test images figures (3-a and 4-a) with type Jpg, and 
size 600×400 pixels.By using Matlab software program and to simulate the proposed method which based on 
sigmoid function and association of different methods together we get some result which help as to find the 
advantages of these methods and techniques on the poor visibility aerial images.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3: from left to right ; (a) the original image, (b) the MFVA image, (c) the HE image, (d) the MSRCR, (e) the 
FVR image 

 
The figures (3 and 4) illustrated the restoration images for groups (b, c, d and e). from these figures the best 

algorithm is  MFVR  because the enhances lightness and contrast ,and follows MSRCR ,but the negative of the 
MSRCR algorithm is halo effect. Furthermore, from the images restoration by using    FVR, the lightness 
enhancement is not good due to low distribution of lightness, finally, the false color appear in the  images  
enhancement by HE. From these result it's clear that the proposed method yields the best appearance. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4: from left to right ; (a) the original image, (b) the MFVA image, (c) the HE image, (d) the MSRCR, (e) the 
FVR image 

(b) (a) (c) (d) (e) 

 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
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Thus, this novel technique used as an effective contributory in the environmental studies. In addition to it 
improve the images taken by the airplanes under different atmospheric conditions; it can improve the under-water 
images of poor visibility. 

 
Conclusion: 

The proposed algorithm (MFVR) characterized by the flexibility, simplicity and It succeeded in retrieving 
the missing details of by processing of color and lighting components separately. While the FVR algorithm did 
not improve the colors well. Also, HE and MSRCR algorithms didn’t success to improve the lightening of the 
color images as halos appeared. The proposed method (MFVR) was enabled to improve both lightness and 
contrast in the poor visibility Aerial images, provides better visual representation and edge information, 
Comparing to the other methods (HE, MSRCR and FVR).  
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